Discover how to use new OLIB features, including new service pack features.

- **Service pack 11**
  - [No image available](#)
  
  Learn about the features available in the OLIB Service pack 11.
  
  - Introduction
  - General
  - Users
  - Circulation
  - Cataloguing
  - Serials
  - Data exchange
  - Reporting and alerts
  - OPAC

- **Service pack 12**
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  Learn about the features available in the OLIB Service pack 12.
  
  - Introduction
  - General
  - Users
  - Circulation
  - Cataloguing
  - Serials
  - Data exchange
  - Reporting and alerts
  - OPAC

- **Service pack 13**
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  Learn about the features available in the OLIB Service pack 13.
Introduction
  ◦ General
  ◦ Users
  ◦ Circulation
  ◦ Cataloguing
  ◦ Serials
  ◦ Data exchange
  ◦ Reporting and alerts
  ◦ OPAC

• Process standing orders and loose-leaf publications
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Learn how to process standing orders and loose-leaf publications in OLIB.

  ◦ Amend layouts
  ◦ Open-ended standing orders
  ◦ Fixed period subscriptions